Control variates are a popular technique for reducing the variance of Monte Carlo estimates. Recent literature has enlarged the set of potentially useful control variates. Still, finding an control variate that efficiently reduces estimation error can be a challenging task for which the theoretical literature provides little guidance. In this note we show by theory and example how to construct an efficient control variate when the underlying simulation is based on a discrete approximation that converges to a limiting model. To illustrate the technique, we price Asian put options in the Black-Scholes-Merton framework and show the control variate we prescribe is competitive with other commonly used control variates and dominates them when small discretization errors are required. Finally, we explore the applicability of these ideas under randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (low-discrepancy) sampling. The results from our example suggest that our method provides even greater error reduction in this setting than in that of simple random sampling.
Introduction
Monte Carlo integration is often used to approximate the mean µ Y of a random variable Y from which samples can be drawn in a Monte Carlo simulation. The samples are averaged to form an estimate Y that converges to µ Y as a large number of independent samples are realized. If there is a random variable X that can be sampled jointly with Y such that i) the quantity µ X = E[X] is known, and ii) the sample averages X and Y are highly correlated, then the observed error µ X − X can be used correct a portion of the unobserved error µ Y − Y , yielding a more accurate estimate of µ Y . The random variable X is called a classical control variate for Y .
There have many novel applications of control variates recently. Glasserman (2003) surveys some recent applications to financial engineering. Rasmussen (2005) incorporates control variates into an American option pricing problem in the framework of Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) . There is a large and growing set of techniques to extend this framework to solve problems in stochastic control, forward-backward stochastic differential equations, and computing conditional expectations of jump diffusions. See Bouchard & Touzi (2002) , Zhang (2004) , Gobet, et al. (2005) and the references therein. Control variates can be used profitably for variance reduction in this computationally demanding setting as well. Calzolari et al. (1998) use control variates for to enhance indirect inference made in continuous-time interest rate models.
There have also been several theoretical innovations relating to control variates. Glynn & Szechtman (2001 ) present constrained Monte Carlo as a generalization of the control variate method and relate it to other Monte Carlo techniques. Another strand of literature has payed considerable attention to understanding how control variates can be used to strike an efficient balance between achieving small estimation errors and respecting a computational budget. Glynn & Iglehard (1989) , Nelson et al. (1997) , Schmeiser et al. (2001 Schmeiser et al. ( ,2001 , and Emsermann & Simon (2002) consider using a control variate with unknown mean that must be approximated in an auxiliary computation.
Errors can be reduced significantly by carefully balancing the variance reduction afforded by the control variate with the work required to reduce the errors induced by approximating the mean of the control variate. These techniques expand the set of control variates that one can consider since they relax the assumption that the mean must be known. For complex problems, the available classical control variates correlate only weakly with the quantity of interest. In these cases, smaller errors can often be attained by using a control variate with higher correlation even if extra computational cost must be incurred to estimate the mean of the control variate.
While this research has enlarged the class of potential control variates and identified good control variates for particular classes of problems, there is little practical guidance on how to systematically choose an efficient control variate for a generic problem. Good control variates are often found on an ad-hoc basis by exploiting the modeler's knowledge of the field. For example, when pricing a financial derivative, the price of the underlying assets often make good classical control variates. Indeed, if a hedging portfolio can be simulated, it can make an ideal control variate. In an abstract setting, Henderson & Glynn (2002) and Henderson & Simon (2005) show that in some cases adaptive techniques based on approximating martingales can be used to create a "perfect" control variate.
This note aims to provide a practical, systematic method for selecting an efficient control variate for a large class of models. We illustrate the technique on an option pricing problem in a model driven by a discretely sampled Brownian motion. The technique readily generalizes to a variety of discrete approximations to infinite-dimensional systems such as random field (or stochastic string) models, large-scale queuing systems, and random graphs. In principle, our method applies to any stochastic system that can be mimicked by a lower-dimensional system that is driven by the same source of noise and is computationally cheaper to simulate. Under mild conditions, we show that a natural control variate for an accurate, finely discretized system can be derived from a less accurate, coarser discretization of the same system. Most of the computational work is devoted to simulating the coarse model, which is relatively cheap to sample and captures most of the variation caused by sampling error. Simulation on the fine model is done only enough to correct the discretization bias between the coarse and fine models. In this regard, our strategy is akin to the multigrid method for numerically solving partial differential and other equations. see Briggs et al. (2000) , Trottenberg et al. (2000) , or Speight (2005) for an introduction to this technique.
A prime application of our method arises when simulating functions of paths followed by a nonlinear stochastic differential equation such as those generated by Brownian motion or other Lévy processes. Often, these continuous-time processes cannot be sampled directly and are approximated by a family of discrete-time processes that can be simulated. In this case, the total simulation error is composed of sampling error, reflecting the finite sample size, and discretization error resulting from the discrete-time approximation. Section 3 illustrates our approach by pricing Asian options in the Black-Scholes-Merton framework. We test the control variates prescribed by our method and find them to be competitive with many commonly used classical control variates and superior to them when small discretization errors are sought. In Section 4, we present a result that formalizes this phenomenon and compare it with the results of Schmeiser et al. (2001) .
For many applications, especially in financial engineering, low-discrepancy, or randomized quasiMonte Carlo (RQMC), sampling has become popular due to its superior convergence rates. It is natural to attempt to adapt standard Monte Carlo techniques of variance reduction to this setting. Hickernell et al. (2003) explore the use of classical control variates under RQMC sampling. They find the method to be effective with some modifications, though the magnitude of error reduction may be less dramatic than under standard Monte Carlo sampling. They also report that a good control variate under simple random Monte Carlo sampling need not be a good control in the RQMC setting. In Section 5 suggest a strategy for using control variates with estimated means under RQMC sampling. We explore its viability in the context of the Asian option pricing example in Section 3. With appropriate modifications, the technique provides significant error reduction over the crude Monte Carlo under RQMC sampling. Error reductions become dramatic, around 20 − 30%, in simulations where high levels of discretization accuracy are sought. For many problems in financial engineering, the combination of RQMC sampling and control variates with estimated means promises to be particularly effective. 
Control Variates
. One prominent technique for reducing the variance of the crude estimator involves using a control variate, a random variable X that can be simulated jointly with Y and has a significant correlation ρ = Corr(X, Y ). If we decompose the sampling error as
and choose β to minimize the variance of the residual ǫ N we find that β = ρ
and the variance of the residual ǫ N has variance
Y /N and is uncorrelated with X N . If µ X is known, simulating iid draws of (X n , Y n ) N n=1 jointly and adjusting the crude Monte Carlo estimate to correct for variations correlated with X yields the improved estimate
The asymptotic variance of Y N is (1 − ρ 2 )σ 2 Y /N , so the error is reduced by a factor of √ 1 − ρ 2 compared with the crude Monte Carlo estimate Y N .
In practice, β is not known but is approximated by the standard least-squares estimate β N in the regression (1). The adjusted estimator is then
but since the last term is of order O(1/N ), the bias introduced by estimating β is customarily ignored in large-sample simulations.
The Case when µ X is Unknown
A major limitation of this method is that it requires that µ X be known exactly. This assumption restricts the set of potentially useful control variates. While it is always possible to find some random variable with known mean, it may have low correlation with the quantity of interest and make a poor control variate. Similarly, is always possible to find a random variable with high correlation (take X = Y as an extreme example), but the computational cost of computing its mean may limit the viability of the strategy. Typically there is a trade-off between the variance reduction achieved by a highly correlated control variate and the cost of approximating its mean. The classical control variate scheme assumes µ X is known and costs nothing to compute. Schmeiser et al. (2001) and Emsermann & Simon (2002) consider the case in which the mean is unknown but is estimated in an independent Monte Carlo simulation. To set up the discussion in Section 3, we now provide a similar analysis of the variance and computational costs of this approach relative to using the crude Monte Carlo estimate.
Suppose the random variables X and Y are highly correlated and the unknown mean µ X can be approximated by X M to an arbitrary degree of precision in separate simulation that is independent of the one used to compute Y N . Then, we can construct the estimate
which is biased by the amount β(X M − µ X ). The task is then to strike an efficient balance between the variance reduction gained by using the control variate and the computational cost of reducing the bias to an acceptable level. To operationalize this scheme, it must be possible to determine if X is an efficient control variate before investing computational resources in a large simulation. This can often be done with a small pilot simulation.
If X M is taken to be the crude Monte Carlo estimate of µ X computed from the independent experiment, then for large M , the random bias β(X M − µ X ) has mean zero and asymptotic variance
The value of β that minimizes the variance of Y N,M is no longer the standard regression coefficient ρ
Since X M is independent of Y N and X N , the asymptotic variance of Y N,M in (2) can be readily computed.
As M → ∞ this variance coincides with (1 − ρ 2 )σ 2 /N , but the variance reduction is offset by the increased work required to compute X M . To analyze the trade-off between computational cost and variance reduction, let us assume that generating one sample of X alone or (X, Y ) jointly incurs respectively c 1 ∈ (0, 1) or c 2 ∈ [1, ∞) times the computational expense of drawing a single realization of Y . Then, the cost required to compute Y N,M is about the same as that of drawing M c 1 + N c 2 samples from Y alone and forming the crude estimate Y ⌈M c 1 +N c 2 ⌉ . Comparing the variance of the two approaches, holding constant the total computational cost required to compute each estimator, gives the relative variance reduction factor
The approximation is exact when M c 1 + N c 2 is an integer. Since this quantity depends only on the ratio M/N we use k = M/N to denote the relative sample size. If reliable estimates of ρ, c 1 , and c 2 are available, it is straightforward to search for an integer k * that minimizes the variance reduction factor (3). The estimator Y N,N k offers an improvement over the crude estimate when the variance reduction factor is significantly below one for some k > 1. One appealing feature of this scheme is that the errors in the estimators Y N and Y N,N k * depend only on N , σ X , σ Y , ρ, and the costs c 1 and c 2 . These unknown quantities can be estimated in a small pilot simulation after which decisions can be made about the benefits of including the control variate and the trade-offs between error and computation time. Moreover, the pilot simulation can be used to compare the relative efficiency of a whole family of candidate control variates as we illustrate in Section 3. Remark 1. The quantity (3) may give a conservative estimate of the variance reduction. This owes to the assumption that the crude Monte Carlo estimate X M is used as a proxy for µ X . It may be possible to to improve the estimate X M by using variance reduction techniques. For example, the technique described in this section can be applied to reduce the variance of X M provided there is some random variable Z that can be sampled jointly with X, has significant correlation with X, and is much cheaper to sample than X. This recursive technique, which is similar to the V-Cycle structure in used in multigrid methods, is illustrated in Section 3
Example: Pricing Asian Options
We now explore the performance of the technique presented in the previous section through an exercise in option pricing under the Black-Scholes-Merton framework. This example also illustrates a method for choosing a control variate with estimated mean that applies to a large class of approximations to problems that involve a discretely sampled Brownian motion or a more general random field.
We begin with a stock price process S t that follows a geometric Brownian motion
and a sequence of nested partitions of the interval (0, T ],
−l for integers l ≥ 1. The price of an Asian put option with arithmetical averaging over T l is then given by
where
To estimate p l in a Monte Carlo simulation, an iid sequence of stock price paths S n t is drawn and the crude estimators
converge to the price p l almost surely as N → ∞ and the prices p l converge to p ∞ as l → ∞. Figure 1 shows the convergence history of a simulation of X L N for levels of discretization corresponding to L = 1, . . . , 12. It suggests that for each L ≥ 2, the estimators X 1 Therefore the analysis in Section 2.1 applies with c 1 (l, L) = 2 l−L and c 2 (l, L) = 1. A whole family of control variates is available for each level of discretization accuracy, so it pays to run a small pilot simulation to identify the most efficient control variate if any exists. To to this, we choose a modest sample size (N = 10, 000) and jointly simulate the time T stock price and associated option payoffs at levels l = 1, . . . , 12. We then compute the corresponding Figure 1 The convergence history of X l N for the first n ≤ 10, 000 samples at levels l = 1, . . . , 12. Parameter values are r = 4%, γ = 25%, S0 = K = 100, and T = 1 year. Even when discretization error is large, correlation remains high. This allows to use a cheap, coarsely discretized estimate to correct the sampling errors in the estimator corresponding to a more refined discretization. , and relative computational costs. Then, for each level L = 2, . . . , 12, we consider each candidate control variate corresponding to levels l = 1, . . . , L − 1, computing the variance reduction factor (3) and searching for a k * l = (M/N ) that minimizes it. The most efficient control variate, say at level l * < L, is one that gives the smallest variance reduction factor. We then proceed with a large-sample simulation using the payoffs corresponding to l * as a control variate for that of level L as described in Section 2.1. Table 1 shows the results of the pilot study. In addition to using arithmetically averaged Asian options with l = 1, . . . , L − 1 as control variates, we also show the error reduction corresponding to some classical control variates: the time T stock price and the payoff of the European put option, both of which admit closed-form pricing formulas, are commonly used for this problem. In all cases, our estimator is more efficient than the crude Monte Carlo estimate. For levels L ≥ 4 (more than 8 time steps) our control variate (labeled Multilevel CV) outperforms the estimators that use the stock price and European put option payouts used as classical control variates.
As mentioned in Remark 1, we can recursively apply this technique to reduce the variance of the multilevel control variate by simulating on an even coarser level. For example, for level L = 3, the optimal control variate corresponds to l * = 2, and the error in X 2 N k can be reduced by a factor of about 66% by using the payout on level 1 as a control variate. This adjustment affects a total error reduction of about 39% as opposed to simply using the crude Monte Carlo estimate X 2 N k , which reduces errors by only about 50%. The row labeled Recursive Acceleration in Table 1 shows the error reductions associated with this procedure. For large L, the recursive acceleration results in errors that are about 70% of the size of plain multilevel control variate scheme.
When Small Discretization Bias is Needed
In general, consider X L to be a discrete-time/space approximation of a limiting random variable X ∞ , which has the distribution of interest but cannot be directly simulated. Typically, the 
Sampling error
One important task is to choose L and N large enough to control error while maintaining an efficient use of computational resources. Duffie & Glynn (1995) give precise guidance on how to efficiently balance sampling and discretization errors in the context of simulating stochastic differential equations driven by Brownian motion. With less structured models it is often possible to experimentally determine convergence rates in a pilot simulation and predict an efficient tradeoff. Even the sharp predictions are available, they are typically only given up to a constant that must be estimated to strike a truly efficient balance. If an L has been found-by analysis or experiment-that is large enough to control discretization error to within a prescribed tolerance, all that remains is to design a Monte Carlo scheme to approximate E [X L ] to within the same order of magnitude. As the tolerance for total error goes to zero, L is driven to infinity and the following result implies that some control variate with estimated mean, X l * (l * < L), dominates any classical control variate that is does not attain nearly perfect correlation with the quantity of interest.
is a sequence of iid standard uniform random variables and X l = f (U 1 , . . . , U l ) is a sequence of random variables with finite variance such that lim l→∞ X l = X ∞ almost surely and in L 1 and the following conditions hold:
Let Z l be a sequence of random variables with finite variance and 
be a sequence of independent replications of these quantities. Then, there are integers L > l ≥ 1 and k > 1 such that for any n > 1
where the adjusted estimators are
To illustrate the proposition, we consider the extreme case of nearly ideal control variate for the Asian option in Section 3. By replacing the arithmetical average A l T (S) in Section 3 with the geometric average
These options admit prices in closed form, and the payoffs have very high correlations (> 99.9%) with their arithmetical counterparts, so they make nearly ideal control variates. Figure 2 compares the error reduction relative to crude Monte Carlo estimation of using these options compared with using a family of multilevel control variates using arithmetical averaging. As Proposition 1 predicts, our method is more efficient for sufficiently large L because the arithmetically averaged prices converge to the continuously averaged price, while the geometrically averaged price maintains a small bias as L → ∞. In this case, the result may be of little practical significance since an very large sample (N > 25 million, k = 7526) is needed to reduce sampling error to the order of magnitude of the discretization error.
Still, control variates with known means and correlations greater than 99.9% are seldom available. In this case a control variate consistent with a family of discrete problems converging to a continuous model can be expected to outperform most other candidates at more modest values of L.
Low-discrepancy Sampling
Many simulations of practical interest can be accelerated by replacing the simple random sampling used in the classical Monte Carlo method with a more sophisticated sampling scheme. One prominent class of techniques is referred to as quasi-Monte Carlo or low-discrepancy sampling. Glasserman (2003) and Lemieux (2004) survey these techniques and discuss the details and caveats of their application to problems in financial engineering where they have proved tremendously useful.
A
constructed to behave like a well-stratified random sample for any N . If U ∈ (0, 1) d is a uniformly distributed random variable and a random variable Y takes the form Y = f (U ), we can approximate the quantity
The point set U n is often constructed in such a way that the error
, which is a dramatic improvement over the O(N −1/2 ) rate observed under simple random sampling.
Owen (2002) reports that low-discrepancy sampling provides effective variance reduction when integrating smooth functions over the d-dimensional hyper cube (0, 1) d where the effective dimension d is moderate (d < 30). Many problems in finance are high-dimensional, like a Brownian motion path observed daily for one year (d = 365), however an analysis of variance shows the effective dimension to be much lower for the payoffs of many financial assets. This variance decomposition is evident when the Brownian motion is constructed using the Brownian bridge technique. Owen (2002) give sharp conditions under which an infinite-dimensional stochastic system has sufficiently small effective dimension so that the fast convergence characteristic low-discrepancy sampling can be exploited. Figure 3 shows the convergence histories of the crude Monte Carlo estimators of the Asian option payoffs in Section 3 under both random and low-discrepancy sampling. The plot clearly shows that convergence is accelerated in this example at all levels of discretization accuracy.
One attractive feature of simple random sampling is the error estimate provided by the central limit theorem. By generating a sequence of randomized low-discrepancy point sets, the central limit theorem can be used to estimate errors in the context of low-discrepancy or Randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (RQMC) sampling. Let (U n (j))
Control Variates under RQMC
The use of Classical control variates under RQMC sampling is considered by Hickernell et al. (2003) . If the estimators Y N (j) and X N (j) have strong correlation across the J replications, then the latter can be used as a control variate. The main difficulty is that the coefficient
depends on N . This makes it difficult to predict how large N must be to attain a given level of error reduction. Hickernell et al. (2003) demonstrate that β N need not converge at all and need not be close to, or even have the same sign of, the standard Monte Carlo estimate of β. Moreover, β N must be estimated from the M replications of the point sets. Typically, it is not desirable to choose M large enough to get an accurate estimate of β N since that work could have been used to increase N . They also show that a good control variate under simple random Monte Carlo sampling need not perform well in the context of RQMC sampling. Still, they find that this is not typically the case for some problems of practical interest. In this case, using β M C = ρσ Y /σ X in place of an imprecise estimate of β N may be preferable if only a small number J of replications are performed.
Control Variates with Estimated Means under RQMC
We now propose a method to apply the control variate techniques developed in previous sections in the context of RQMC sampling. In the notation of Section 2.1, we use X as a control variate for Y under RQMC sampling. For many problems, the errors under RQMC sampling to behave like η log(N ) a N −b for some b ≥ 1. Most commonly, the error is expected to behave like ηN −1 . Working under this assumption, we estimate the constants η X , η Y , and η corresponding to the errors in X N , Y N , and Y N − β( X N − µ X ) that we estimate in a pilot study. Then, we compare the error associated with taking M c 1 + N c 2 samples of Y with taking N samples of (X, Y ) and M samples of X alone. 
The error reduction factor from using Y N,M relative to Y N c 1 +M c 2 is then at least
Using this formula, we repeat the analysis done on the Asian put option pricing example in Section 3. We also price the options under geometric averaging since prices are available in closed form. Table 2 presents the results of this experiment when we consider levels L = 2, . . . , 8. We find Figure 4 shows how closely the predicted error reductions in Table 2 match the actual errors in a long simulation. We compare the performance of our control variate adjusted estimator with the crude estimator given the same computational budget. The plot shows that the errors do decay at a rate proportional to about N −1 and that the actual error reduction matches the predicted reduction fairly closely until N becomes large. This may be due to the influence of the log(N )
factor, which is not accounted for in our analysis. Even for large samples, we find that This computational experiment suggests that for finely discretized systems our strategy uses the control variate simulation and the auxiliary simulation to decompose the integrand into high-and low-frequency components and corrects each in the setting where it is computationally advantageous. This interpretation relates the ANOVA decomposition ideas in Hickernell et al. (2003) with the Multigrid approach for solving elliptic and other partial differential equations (see Trottenberg et al. (2000) , Briggs et al. (2000) , or Speight (2005, Chapter 2) for an introduction to this technique).
Remark 2. This estimate of error reduction (4) depends on the assumption that errors of order O(1/N ). This assumption can be verified in a pilot study and fits well for the Asian option pricing problem for N < 7000. In situations where the assumption is not accurate, a more complicated relation between error and sample size such as log(|error|) = log(η) + a log(log(N )) − b log(N )
can be estimated for X N , Y N , and Y N − β( X N − µ X ) in a pilot study. In this case, the error reduction is more complicated since it depends on both M and N rather than simply the ratio k = M/N .
Conclusion
In general, choosing an effective control variate can be difficult. If the problem is a discretized version of a continuous problem, the discretizations may define a natural family of control variates. Our analysis and example show that the efficiency of these control variates need not be severely impaired by the bias introduced by the need to estimate their means. This is especially true when very small discretization errors are required. We also explore the performance of the approach under randomized low-discrepancy (RQMC) sampling and find for our test problem that more error reduction is achieved under RQMC sampling than under simple random Monte Carlo sampling when high levels of discretization accuracy are demanded. Under simple random Monte Carlo sampling, small discretization errors are typically insignificant compared to sampling errors. However, RQMC sampling can provide small enough sampling error so that models with small discretization error can be considered. In this regard, our results are very encouraging.
Appendix. Proof of Proposition 1
Let C = sup l,i≥1 c 2 (l, l + i) and choose k and l large enough that for any L > l we have
.
Then choose L large enough that c 1 (l, L)k + c 2 (l, L) < 2C. The result follows.
Appendix. Implementation details of RQMC simulation
For the RQMC simulation, we generated m = 50 randomized replications of low-discrepancy point-sets of length N = 2000 in the unit hyper cube (0, 1) d where d = 128. The Stochastic Simulation in Java library (SSJ, version 1.1.8) written by Pierre L'Ecuyer and others was used to generate the randomized point-sets. Specifically, the class SobolSequence in the HUPS library was used and randomized by applying the operations leftMatrixScramble and addRandomShift.
We chose the dimension d = 128 = 2 8 since to construct Brownian paths sampled at 2 L times for L = 1, . . . , 8. The Brownian paths W (t) were constructed by first applying the inverse standard normal CDF function and then using the Brownian bridge technique so the first dimension corresponds to W (T ), while the second corresponds to W (T /2)|W (T ) and so on. In this way, the first several dimensions generate most of the variation in the Brownian paths.
To assess the concerns raised in Remark 2, we first constructed the crude Monte Carlo estimators X l n (j) for each level l = 1, . . . , L, each n = 1, . . . , N , and each replication j = 1, . . . , m. These were then used to construct a standard error for the average X l n = m −1 m j=1 X l (j). Using the standard error, we run a nonlinear regression on equation (5) to estimate the coefficients a, b, and η at each level l. If a and b are not significantly different from 0 and 1, which was the case, we fixed them at those levels and re-estimated η. These estimates of η are used in formula (4) to generate Table 2. 
